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Anyon exciton revisited: Exact solutions for a few-particle system

D.G.W. Parfitt and M.E. Portnoi*
School of Physics, University of Exeter, Stocker Road, Exeter EX4 4QL, United Kingdom
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The anyon exciton model is generalized to the case of a neutral exciton consisting of a valence hole and an
arbitrary numberN of fractionally charged quasielectrons~anyons!. A complete set of exciton basis functions
is obtained and these functions are classified using a result from the theory of partitions. Expressions are
derived for the interparticle interaction matrix elements of a six-particle system (N55), which describes an
exciton against the background of an incompressible quantum liquid with filling factorn52/5. Several exact
results are obtained in a boson approximation, including the binding energy of a (N11)-particle exciton with
zero in-plane momentum and zero internal angular momentum.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.68.035306 PACS number~s!: 73.43.Cd, 71.35.Ji, 71.10.Pm

I. INTRODUCTION

The anyon exciton model~AEM!, which considers a neu-
tral exciton made up of a valence hole and several fraction-
ally charged quasielectrons with fractional statistics
~anyons!, was proposed a decade ago by Rashba and
Portnoi.1 It was later developed2 to model incompressible
quantum liquids~IQL’s! with filling factors n51/3 and 2/3,
and is valid at large separation between the hole and the
two-dimensional electron gas~2DEG!, so that the Coulomb
field of the hole does not destroy the IQL. The AEM was
motivated by experiments on intrinsic photoluminescence
~PL! in the fractional quantum Hall regime3–5 that showed a
pronounced double-peak structure in emission spectra, and it
has provided major insights into the role of electron-hole
separation in determining the optical spectra. The model
yields multiple-branch energy spectra and gives a full classi-
fication of states for a four-particle system. It also predicts an
increase in ground-state angular momentum and flattening of
the corresponding dispersion curve with increasing layer
separation. The AEM has also shown good agreement for
intermediate electron-hole separation with numerical finite-
size calculations by Apalkov and co-workers.6,7

At the time when the model was proposed, most experi-
ments on intrinsic PL were carried out at constant carrier
density, with the filling factor changed by varying the mag-
netic field. However, the AEM is valid for fixed fractional
filling factors only. More recent experimental techniques en-
able the 2DEG density in the PL experiments to be changed
using applied gate voltages8–11 or by varying the light
intensity.12 Thus, it is now possible to manipulate the effec-
tive electron-hole separation~in units of magnetic length!
while keeping the filling factor constant. So far, charged ex-
citons have been observed for small electron-hole separation,
but for large separations it is predicted that neutral anyon
excitons should be observed.

These recent developments have rekindled our interest in
the theoretical treatment of spatially separated electron-hole
systems. In this paper we address some important math-
ematical features of the AEM. In Sec. II we derive a general
few-particle wave function for a neutral exciton consisting of
a valence hole andN anyons. In Sec. III we move to consider
interaction matrix elements for a six-particle anyon exciton,

which should be useful for analysis of intrinsic PL experi-
ments atn52/5. ~Note that there has been some debate as to
whether the ground state atn51/5 is actually an IQL; see,
e.g., Ref. 13 and references therein.! In Sec. IV, exact results
for the general (N11)-particle case are obtained and dis-
cussed. It is shown that the exciton remains bound even at
large separations between the 2DEG and the hole.

II. EXCITON BASIS FUNCTIONS

A. Preliminaries

We consider an exciton consisting of a valence hole with
charge1e and N anyons with charge2e/N and statistical
factora. The hole and anyons reside in two different layers,
separated by a distance ofh magnetic lengths, and are sub-
ject to a magnetic fieldH5H ẑ perpendicular to their planes
of confinement. Unless otherwise stated, we shall assume
that the hole and the quasielectrons are in their correspond-
ing lowest Landau levels.

To simplify the description of the exciton, the hole and
anyons may be considered as moving in the same plane with
coordinatesrh and r j , respectively, and the layer separation
h can be introduced later when considering the anyon-hole
interaction.

An exciton consisting of a hole andN anyons, all in the
lowest Landau level, will have a total ofN11 degrees of
freedom. As the exciton is neutral, we can assign it an in-
plane momentumk, which absorbs two of these degrees of
freedom. ForN>2 the exciton will haveN21 internal de-
grees of freedom, which results in internal quantum numbers
and a multiple-branch energy spectrum.

B. Derivation of basis functions

At this stage we consider the particles as noninteracting
and introduce interactions later as necessary. We can there-
fore write the (N11)-particle Hamiltonian as

Ĥ05
1

2mh
S p̂h2

qhA

c D 2

1(
j 51

N
1

2ma
S p̂j2

qaA

c D 2

, ~1!

where qh51e and qa52e/N are the hole and anyon
charges, respectively.
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Choosing the symmetric gauge

A5
1

2
@H3r #, ~2!

and scaling all distances with the magnetic lengthl H
5(c\/eH)1/2, we obtain

Ĥ05
1

2mh
S 1

i
“h2@ ẑ3rh# D 2

1(
j 51

N
1

2ma
S 1

i
“ j1

1

N
@ ẑ3r j # D 2

, ~3!

where, as usual,e, \, c, and the dielectric constant are as-
sumed equal to unity.

We now introduce the following new coordinates~see Fig.
1!:

R5
1

2 S rh1
1

N (
j 51

N

r j D , r5rh2
1

N (
j 51

N

r j ,

jj5r j2
1

N (
l 51

N

r l , ~4!

together with the complex coordinatesz j5jx j1 i jy j . Note
also the following constraint on these coordinates:

(
j 51

N

jj5(
j 51

N

z j50. ~5!

The fact that the variablesjj are not independent means that
derivatives with respect to these variables are not defined.
However, it is possible to introduce the derivatives“jj

,

which treat the variablesjj as if they were independent,14 by
working in a space of higher dimensionality and then con-
sidering a submanifold in this space defined by constraint
~5!.

Using the chain rule, we may now rewrite the derivatives
of a functionf with respect tor j as

“ j f 5(
l 51

N

“jl
f ~ . . . ,jl , . . . !“ jj l

5“jj
f ~ . . . ,jj , . . . !2

1

N (
l 51

N

“jl
f ~ . . . ,jl , . . . !.

~6!

The old coordinates can be expressed in terms of the new
ones as follows:

rh5R1
r

2
, r j5R2

r

2
1jj , ~7!

and the corresponding derivatives as

“h5
1

2
“R1“r , ~8!

“ j5
1

2N
“R2

1

N
“r1“jj

2
1

N (
l 51

N

“jl
. ~9!

We now write the Hamiltonian~3! in terms of the new vari-
ables. Using Eqs.~6!–~9! we obtain

Ĥ05Ĥexc1Ĥj , ~10!

where

Ĥexc5
1

2mh
H 1

2i
“R1

1

i
“r2

1

2 F ẑ3S R1
r

2D G J 2

1
1

2Nma
H 1

2i
“R2

1

i
“r1

1

2 F ẑ3S R2
r

2D G J 2

,

~11!

and

Ĥj5
1

2ma
(
j 51

N H 1

i
“jj

2
1

Ni (
l 51

N

“jl
1

1

2N
@ ẑ3jj #J 2

.

~12!

Note that Eq.~12! was obtained by applying constraint~5!.
The first partĤexc is similar to that for a standard diamag-

netic exciton,15,16 with the electron mass replaced withN
anyon masses. The eigenfunctions of this operator can be
written straightforwardly as

FIG. 1. Two-dimensional coordinate system
for hole and several quasielectrons~anyons!. The
hole is considered as being in the same plane as
the anyons, with layer separation introduced
when considering the anyon-hole interaction.C
indicates the center of negative charge.
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Cexc~R,r!5exp$ ik•R1 i ẑ•@R3r#/2%F~r!, ~13!

whereF(r) satisfies the equation

S 1

2mh
H 1

i
“r2

@ ẑ3~r2d!#

2 J 2

1
1

2Nma
H 1

i
“r1

@ ẑ3~r2d!#

2 J 2DF5EexcF. ~14!

Here,d5k3 ẑ is the exciton dipole moment. Note that Eq.
~13! does not contain the mass-dependent phase factor that
appears in the wave function in Ref. 16. This is due to our
choice of the center of charge of the exciton for our coordi-
nateR, rather than the center of mass chosen in Refs. 15 and
16. Thus, the quantum numberk entering Eq.~13! represents
the momentum of the geometrical center of the exciton.

The eigenfunctions are then

Fnm5ur2du umuLn
umu$~r2d!2/2%exp$ imf2~r2d!2/4%,

~15!

where f is the azimuthal angle of the vector (r2d) and
Ln

m(z) are the associated Laguerre polynomials. The corre-
sponding eigenvalues are

Eexc5
1

mh
S n1

umu2m11

2 D1
1

Nma
S n1

umu1m11

2 D .

~16!

Note that in Eqs.~15! and ~16! we no longer restricted our-
selves to the lowest Landau level for the hole and anyons.
For the ground-state (n,m50), Eq. ~13! reduces to

Cexc~R,r!5exp$ ik•R1 i ẑ•@R3r#/22~r2d!2/4%,
~17!

which depends on the quantum numberk alone.
We now move to consider the termĤj in Eq. ~12!, which

may be divided into two parts:

Ĥ1j5
1

2ma
S 12

1

ND (
j 51

N S 1

i
“jj

1
1

2N
@ ẑ3jj # D 2

, ~18!

and

Ĥ2j5
1

2Nma
(
j 51

N H 2“jj

2 1
1

Ni
@ ẑ3jj #•S“jj

2(
l 51

N

“jl D
1

1

N2
ujj u212“jj

•S (
l 51

N

“jl D 2
1

N S (
l 51

N

“jl D 2J .

~19!

The eigenfunctions of the ground state ofĤ1j can then be
written in terms of complex coordinates as

Fj5)
j

~ z̄ j !
b jexp$2uz j u2/4N%, ~20!

with the corresponding eigenvalues

Ej5
1

2ma
S 12

1

ND . ~21!

If we now apply constraint~5!, we find that the functionFj

is also an eigenfunction ofĤ2j , with a corresponding eigen-
value of zero, i.e.,

Ĥ2jFj}S (
j 51

N

jj D 2

Fj50. ~22!

A calculation of the total energy of the ground state gives

E5Eexc1Ej5
1

2mh
1

1

2ma
5

1

2
~vh1Nva!, ~23!

which is indeed the ground-state energy of the original (N
11)-particle Hamiltonian in Eq.~3!.

The most general form for the ground-state eigenfunction
of Ĥ0 is

C~R,r,$z i%!5exp$ ik•R1 i ẑ•@R3r#/22~r2d!2/4%

3F~ . . . ,z̄ i , . . . !)
p

exp$2uzpu2/4N%,

~24!

whereF must only be a function of the complex conjugates
z̄ i . We chooseF as follows to satisfy the interchange rules
for anyons:

F~ . . . ,z̄ i , . . . !5PL~ . . . ,z̄ i , . . . !)
j , l

~ z̄ j2 z̄ l !
a,

~25!

wherePL is a symmetric polynomial of degreeL in the vari-
ablesz̄ i . Note that fork50 the problem has rotational sym-
metry about thez axis, and the degree of the symmetric
polynomial L is related to the exciton angular momentum
@Lz52L2N(N21)a/2#. We are now in a position to ex-
press the anyon exciton basis functions in the final form

C~R,r,$z i%!5exp$ ik•R1 i ẑ•@R3r#/22~r2d!2/4%

3PL~ . . . ,z̄ i , . . . !

3)
j , l

~ z̄ j2 z̄ l !
a)

p
exp$2uzpu2/4N%.

~26!

C. Symmetric polynomials

We now consider the precise structure of the symmetric
polynomialsPL that appear in Eq.~26!. To determine the
symmetric basis polynomials of orderL we apply thefunda-
mental theorem of symmetric polynomials,17 which states that
any symmetric polynomial inN variables,P(x1 , . . . ,xN),
can be uniquely expressed in terms of the elementary sym-
metric polynomials
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s15(
i

xi , s25(
i , j

xixj , s35 (
i , j ,k

xixjxk ,

. . . , sN5x1x2•••xN . ~27!

It is now apparent that all linearly independent symmetric
basis polynomials of a particular degree may be enumerated
by considering the possible products of the elementary sym-
metric polynomials~27!, as the total degreeL is the sum of
the degrees of the constituent polynomials. For example, the
possible symmetric polynomials of degree four are con-
structed froms1

4, s1
2s2 , s1s3 , s2

2, ands4.
There are two further problems. The first is to determine

the number of possible products of elementary symmetric
polynomials for a total degreeL. The second is to determine
the structure of these products.

To calculate the number of linearly independent symmet-
ric basis polynomials of degreeL which may be constructed
from the elementary symmetric polynomialss1 , . . . ,sN we
use a result from the theory of partitions.18

The number of ways of partitioning a numberL into parts
of size 1,2, . . . ,P is given by the coefficient ofxL in the
expansion of

1

12x

1

12x2
•••

1

12xP
5)

k51

P
1

12xk
, ~28!

where each term in the product is known as agenerating
function. The number of ways of partitioning increases rap-
idly with L and does not follow any pattern. Furthermore, the
different products of elementary symmetric polynomials for
a particular value ofL must be determined by hand. An ap-
proximate formula for calculating the number of ways of
partitioning a number does exist, the so-called Hardy-
Ramanujan formula,19 but it is not applicable to the present
case as we have no polynomial of order one due to constraint
~5!. This constraint significantly reduces the number of pos-
sible symmetric polynomials by removing the first factor in
the product~28!. For example, forN53 the number of poly-
nomials of degreeL is equal to the integer part ofL/611 for
evenL and the integer part of (L23)/611 for oddL, which
corresponds to the result obtained in Ref. 2.

D. Discussion

The key difference between the current general formula-
tion and that outlined in Ref. 2 for the four-particle case
(N53) is the replacement of anyon difference coordinates
z̄j l by the new coordinatesz̄ i . The principal advantage of the
difference coordinates was that they simplified the calcula-
tion of interanyon repulsion matrix elements, as well as the
form of the statistical factor in the exciton wavefunction.
However, they had the disadvantage that the classification of
symmetric polynomials was more difficult, as it was neces-
sary to introduce a Vandermonde determinant for odd-L
polynomials. For example, in the simplest caseL53, even
though the number of anyon coordinates is the same in both
formulations, we haves35( z̄122 z̄23)( z̄232 z̄31)( z̄312 z̄12) in
terms of difference coordinates, whereas we have a simple

products35 z̄1z̄2z̄3 in terms of the new coordinates. For a
number of anyons greater than three this disadvantage is cru-
cial, as the classification of polynomials in terms ofz̄j l be-
comes too cumbersome and the number of constraints on
these coordinates is greater than one.

III. SIX-PARTICLE ANYON EXCITON: BOSON
APPROXIMATION

A. Formulation

We introduce an anyon exciton consisting of a hole and
five anyons with charge2e/5. We also make a boson ap-
proximation so that the statistical factora50. Our justifica-
tion for this step is as follows. It was shown in Ref. 2 that for
large values ofh ~which is required for the AEM to be valid!
the statistical factora becomes unimportant, and the results
for a50 were very similar to those fora561/3. We would
therefore also expect this to be true fora561/N, as this is
even closer to zero. From now on we consider a boson ap-
proximation (a50) for anyon statistics.

The explicit form of the exciton basis functions is

CL,M ,k~R,r,$z i%!5exp$ ik•R1 i ẑ•@R3r#/22~r2d!2/4%

3PL,M~ z̄1 , . . . ,z̄5!

3)
j 51

5

exp$2uz j u2/20%, ~29!

whereM enumerates different linearly independent symmet-
ric polynomials of degreeL. To construct the symmetric
polynomialsPL,M we need to consider only the elementary
symmetric polynomialss2 , s3 , s4, and s5. Note thats1
50 because of constraint~5!. From the above, we find that
the number of possible ways of constructing a polynomial of
degreeL is therefore the coefficient ofxL in the expansion

1

12x2

1

12x3

1

12x4

1

12x5
5)

k52

5
1

12xk
. ~30!

The possible ways of constructing the first twelve polynomi-
als are shown explicitly in Table I. It can be seen that the
number and complexity of the polynomials increases rapidly
with the degreeL.

It is evident from Eq.~29! that basis functions with dif-
ferent values ofk are orthogonal. We now expand a general
exciton wave function for givenk in terms of the complete
set of basis functions~29!:

F5(
i

x iC i . ~31!

We shall show in Sec. III B that functions with differentL
are orthogonal. However, basis functions with the same
value ofL but differentM are not necessarily orthogonal, so
their scalar productŝL,M uL,M 8& will be nonzero. We there-
fore write the Schro¨dinger equation in matrix form as

Ĥx5«B̂x, ~32!
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whereB̂ is the block-diagonal matrix of scalar products~the
overlap matrix! and « is an energy eigenvalue. The size of

each block inB̂ depends on the number of different wave
functions with givenL. For example, in the case of a six-
particle exciton the block corresponding toL512 will be of

size 10310 ~see Table I!. Both the overlap matrixB̂ and the
Hamiltonian matrixĤ are diagonal ink. Note that fork
50 the matrixĤ takes the same block-diagonal form asB̂
~as will be shown in Secs. III C and III D!, and as a result the
problem becomes exactly soluble.

We shall now proceed to evaluate the matrix elements in
Eq. ~32!. As Ĥ andB̂ are diagonal ink, in what follows we
consider only the matrix elements diagonal ink. Since all
terms in the polynomialPL,M are of the form of a product of
the coordinatesz̄ j , we use the following functions in mono-
mials in the matrix element calculations:

C$n%,k~R,r,$z i%!5C exp$ ik•R1 i ẑ•@R3r#/2

2~r2d!2/4%z̄1
n1z̄2

n2z̄3
n3z̄4

n4z̄5
n5

3)
j 51

5

exp$2uz j u2/20%, ~33!

where$n% denotes the set of quantum numbersn1 to n5, and
the constantC will be defined in Sec. III B. The basis func-
tions in terms of symmetric polynomials of degreeL can be
obtained as a linear combination of the monomial functions
~33!, andn11n21n31n41n55L.

We also take into account constraint~5! via the following
transformation:

d~j11j21j31j41j5!

5E df

~2p!2
exp$ i f•~j11j21j31j41j5!%. ~34!

B. Overlap matrix elements

To calculate the overlap matrixB̂, let us consider the
scalar product of two monomial functions:

^$n%u$n8%&5E dRE drE df

~2p!2

3E dj1dj2dj3dj4dj5C̄$n%,kC$n8%,k

3exp$ i f•~j11j21j31j41j5!%. ~35!

The integration overR andr gives a factor of 2pA, and this
leaves the following:

^$n%u$n8%&5C2~2pA!E df

~2p!2)j 51

5

Mnjnj8
~ f!, ~36!

where

Mmm8~ f!5E djzmz̄m8exp~2j2/101 i f•j!. ~37!

If we now make the substitutionz5j exp(ifj), and letf be
the angle betweenf andj, i.e.,

f5fj2f f , ~38!

we obtain

Mmm8~ f!5ei (m2m8)f fE
0

2p

dfE
0

`

djj11m1m8

3exp$ i ~m2m8!f1 i f j cosf2j2/10%.

~39!

We can now make use of Bessel’s integral:20

E
0

2p

dfe6 i (m2m8)f1 i f j cosf52p i um2m8uJum2m8u~ f j!,

~40!

to reduce Eq.~39! to the form

Mmm8~ f!52p i um2m8uei (m2m8)f fMmm8~ f !, ~41!

where

Mmm8~ f !5E
0

`

djj11m1m8e2j2/10Jum2m8u~ f j!. ~42!

This can also be expressed21 in terms of a confluent hyper-
geometric functionF(b,g;z) as

TABLE I. Possible ways of constructing a symmetric polyno-
mial PL from the elementary symmetric polynomialss2 , s3 , s4,
ands5.

Order,
L

No. of
polynomials

Structure

0 1 1
1 0 —
2 1 s2

3 1 s3

4 2 s2
2, s4

5 2 s2s3 , s5

6 3 s2
3, s2s4 , s3

2

7 3 s2
2s3 , s2s5 , s3s4

8 5 s2
4, s2

2s4 , s2s3
2, s3s5 , s4

2

9 5 s2
3s3 , s2

2s5 , s2s3s4 , s3
3, s4s5

10 7 s2
5, s2

3s4 , s2
2s3

2, s2s3s5 , s2s4
2, s3

2s4 , s5
2

11 7 s2
4s3 , s2

3s5 , s2
2s3s4 , s2s3

3, s2s4s5,
s3

2s5 , s3s4
2

12 10 s2
6, s2

4s4 , s2
3s3

2, s2
2s3s5 , s2

2s4
2, s2s3

2s4,
s2s5

2, s3
4, s3s4s5 , s4

3
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Mmm8~ f !5
2(m1m8)/25(m1m8)/211G~max$m,m8%11!

um2m8u!

3t um2m8u/2F~max$m,m8%

11,um2m8u11;2t !, ~43!

wheret55 f 2/2 and max$m,m8% is the largest of the integers
m and m8. Equation ~43! can be simplified further if we
apply the Kummer transformation

F~b,g;2t !5e2tF~g2b,g;t !, ~44!

and note that (g2b) is always a nonpositive integer:

g2b5um2m8u2max$m,m8%. ~45!

This means thatF(g2b,g;t) reduces to a polynomial, and
F(b,g;2t) is then just a polynomial int multiplied bye2t.

If we now perform the integration overf f we obtain the
final form of the overlap matrix elements

^$n%u$n8%&5C2A~2p!5dLL8E
0

`

d f f)
j 51

5

i unj 2nj8uMnjnj8
~ f !,

~46!

whereL5n11n21n31n41n5. Note that nothing depends
on k in this expression. It is convenient to define the constant
C so that for L5L850 the matrix element̂ $n%u$n8%&
5^0u0&51. This yields

C25
1

125~2p!5A
. ~47!

In the above formulation we have only considered matrix
elements in terms of monomial functions. As mentioned ear-
lier, matrix elements in terms of symmetric polynomials can
be easily constructed as a linear combination of the mono-
mial matrix elements~46!.

C. Anyon-anyon interaction

The anyon-anyon interaction has the form

V̂aa5
1

25 (
j , l

1

ujj2jl u
. ~48!

We shall only calculate the matrix elements for the first term
V̂12 as the others follow by analogy. We begin by taking the
Fourier transform of Eq.~48!:

V̂12~j1 ,j2!5
1

25E dq

2pq
exp $ iq•~j12j2!%. ~49!

This gives a matrix element in terms of monomials

^$n%uV̂12u$n8%&5
1

25E dRE drE df

~2p!2E dq

2pq

3E dj1dj2dj3dj4dj5C̄$n%,kC$n8%,k

3exp$ i f•~j11j21j31j41j5!%

3exp$ iq•~j12j2!%. ~50!

Following the procedure in Sec. III B yields

^$n%uV̂12u$n8%&

5
C2A~2p!3

25 )
j 51

5

i unj 2nj8u E dfE dq exp$ if1~n12n18!

1 if2~n22n28!%exp$ if f@~n32n38!1~n42n48!

1~n52n58!#%Mn1n
18
~ f 1!Mn2n

28
~ f 2!)

j 53

5

Mnjnj8
~ f !,

~51!

whereMmm8 are as defined in Eq.~42!, f65f6q, andf6

are the phases off6 .
We now seek to eliminatef f by the change of variables

f5f f2fq and c65f62f f . After substitution and inte-
gration overfq we obtain

^$n%uV̂12u$n8%&5
C2A~2p!4

25
dLL8

3)
j 51

5

i unj 2nj8u E
0

`

d f fE
0

`

dqE
0

2p

df

3exp$ if~L2L8!%exp$ ic1~n12n18!

1 ic2~n22n28!%Mn1n
18
~ f 1!

3Mn2n
28
~ f 2!)

j 53

5

Mnjnj8
, ~52!

whereL5n11n21n31n41n5, andc6 and f 6 can be ex-
pressed in terms of the variables of integration as

eic65~ f 6qe2 if!/ f 6 , f 6
2 5 f 21q262 f q cosf.

~53!

It is evident from Eq.~52! that the anyon-anyon interaction
matrix has the same block-diagonal structure as the overlap
matrix. The integrand in Eq.~52! can be further reduced to a
product of a polynomial inq, f, ande6 if, and an exponential
factor exp(225f 2/225q2). This integral can therefore be
evaluated analytically for any$n% and $n8%. For the case of
L5L850, using Eq.~47! for C2, the anyon-anyon interac-
tion matrix element reduces to

^0uV̂aau0&5
1

5
Ap

5
. ~54!
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D. Anyon-hole interaction

The anyon-hole interaction takes the form

V̂ah52
1

5 (
j 51

5

V̂jh52
1

5 (
j 51

5
1

ur jhu
, ~55!

where

r jh5jj2r1hẑ. ~56!

Considering onlyV̂1h , we take the Fourier transform:

V̂1h~r,j1!52
1

5E dq

~2p!2
Vah~q!exp$ iq•~j12r!%, ~57!

where

Vah~q!5
2p

q
e2qh. ~58!

The matrix elements are then

^$n%uV̂1hu$n8%&52
1

5E dRE drE df

~2p!2

3E dq

~2p!2
Vah~q!

3E dj1dj2dj3dj4dj5C̄$n%,kC$n8%,k

3exp$ i f•~j11j21j31j41j5!%

3exp$ iq•~j12r!%. ~59!

Integration overR and r gives 2pA exp(2q2/22 id•q).
Then, following the procedure in Section III B once again,
we obtain

^$n%uV̂1hu$n8%&52
C2A~2p!2

5 )
j 51

5

i unj 2nj8u E df

3E dqVah~q!e2q2/22 id•q

3exp$ if1~n12n18!1 if f @~L2L8!

2~n12n18!#%Mn1n
18
~ f 1!)

j 52

5

Mnjnj8
~ f !,

~60!

whereMmm8 are as defined in Eq.~42!, f15f1q, andf1 is
the phase off1 . As before,L5n11n21n31n41n5.

We now eliminatef f by substitutingf5f f2fq and c
5f12f f . Choosing thex axis alongd, the integration over
fq is then

E
0

2p

dfq exp$ ifq~L2L8!2 idq cosfq%

52p~2 i ! uL2L8uJuL2L8u~dq!, ~61!

which gives for the matrix elements

^$n%uV̂1hu$n8%&52
C2~2p!4A

5
~2 i ! uL2L8u)

j 51

5

i unj 2nj8u

3E
0

`

dqe2q2/22qhJuL2L8u~dq!

3E
0

`

d f fE
0

2p

df exp$ if~L2L8!

1 ic~n12n18!%Mn1n
18
~ f 1!)

j 52

5

Mnjnj8
~ f !,

~62!

wherec and f 1 can be expressed in terms of the variables of
integration as

eic5~ f 1qe2 if!/ f 1 , f 1
2 5 f 21q212 f q cosf. ~63!

For d50, the Bessel functionJuL2L8u(dq) entering the inte-
grand of Eq.~62! is nonzero only ifL5L8. This indicates
that for the case of zero in-plane momentum (k5d50), the
anyon-hole interaction matrix has the same block-diagonal
structure as the anyon-anyon and overlap matrices. There-
fore, states with different angular momentumLz decouple.

Equation~62! may be simplified further, and this yields
the following expression for the anyon-hole interaction ma-
trix elements for basis functions in terms of symmetric poly-
nomials:

^L,M uV̂ahuL8,M 8&52E
0

`

dq exp~25q2/22qh!

3JuL2L8u~dq!QLM ,L8M8~q!, ~64!

whereQLM ,L8M8(q) is a polynomial inq ~the lowest order
polynomial isQ00,0051). A similar expression to Eq.~64! is
obtained for a four-particle exciton in Ref. 2. Forh50, Eq.
~64! further reduces to an expression in terms of elementary
functions. For the case ofk5d50 and L5L850, the
anyon-hole interaction matrix element is then

^0uV̂ahu0&52Ap

10
. ~65!

E. Exact results for kÄ0, LÄ0

All the above results are simplified significantly for the
state with k50 and L50. For such a state, the
(N11)-particle wave function~26! with a50 reduces to the
form
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C~R,r,$z i%!5CN exp$ i ẑ•@R3r#/22r2/4%

3expH 2 (
p51

N

uzpu2/4NJ , ~66!

where the normalization constantCN can be determined from
the integral

CN
2 E dRE df

~2p!2E dre2r2/2E dj1•••djN

3expH (
p51

N

~ i jp•f2jp
2/2N!J 5

CN
2 A

N2
~2pN!N51.

~67!

For the case ofk50 and L50, the interaction matrix
elements of a (N11)-particle exciton are straightforward to
evaluate. The anyon-anyon matrix element is

^0uV̂aau0&5
N~N21!

2A~2pN!NE dR

3E df

~2p!2E dq

2pqE dre2r2/2E dj1•••djN

3expH (
p51

N

~ i jp•f2jp
2/2N!1 iq•~j12j2!J

5
~N21!

4N
Ap

N
. ~68!

For nonzero interplane separationh the anyon-hole matrix
element can be reduced to

^0uV̂ahu0&52
N2

A~2pN!NE dR

3E df

~2p!2E dq

2pqE dre2r2/2E dj1•••djN

3expH (
p51

N

~ i jp•f2jp
2/2N!1 iq•~j12r!2qhJ

52E
0

`

dq exp~2Nq2/22qh!

52A p

2N
eh2/2Nerfc~h/A2N!, ~69!

where erfc(x) is the complementary error function. Using the
asymptotic expansion of erfc(x) it can be easily seen from
Eq. ~69! that ^0uV̂ahu0&→21/h ash→`, as expected.

Equations~68! and ~69! also allow us to calculate the
critical interplane separationhc at which thek50, L50
state becomes unbound, i.e., when

A p

2N
exc

2
erfc~xc!5

~N21!A2

4N
Ap

N
, ~70!

wherexc5hc /A2N. So, forN53 the critical separationhc
'5.39l H , for N55 we find that hc'5.59l H , and for
N@1we havehc'1.32A2NlH . Notably, these critical sepa-
rations are well inside the region for which the AEM is ap-
plicable. It should be emphasized that the state withL50 is
not the ground state for the anyon exciton at large separation
h. For example, for a four-particle exciton,2 the ground states
for large separation satisfy a superselection ruleL53m,
where m is an integer, and whenh→` the ground state
energy tends to its classical value,«52(2/3)3/2/h.

Despite the nonapplicability of our model to a real physi-
cal situation at small layer separations (h, l H), the model
remains soluble for all values ofh, including h50. More-
over, it has been shown in Ref. 2 that the ground state of the
four-particle problem (N53) at h50 is the state withk
50 andL50. We expect the same to be true forN>5, since
the anyon-hole attraction will always overcome the anyon-
anyon repulsion at small interparticle separations. It can be
shown~in a similar way to that in Ref. 2! that the smallest
average interparticle separation corresponds to theL50
case. Therefore, the case ofk50, L50 is of special interest
since it predicts the anyon exciton binding energies in the
limit h→0.

We are now in a position to write down a general expres-
sion for the binding energy of a (N11)-particle exciton at
zero 2DEG-hole separation (h50):

Eb52~^0uV̂ahu0&1^0uV̂aau0&!5F12
~N21!

2A2N
GA p

2N
.

~71!

Equation ~71! has been written in this particular form to
emphasize the key result that for any value ofN there always
exists at least one bound state of a neutral (N11)-particle
anyon exciton ath50. ForN51, Eq. ~71! yields the value
Ap/2, which corresponds to that obtained in Ref. 16 for a
standard diamagnetic exciton. For a four-particle exciton
(N53), Eb5(12A2/6)Ap/6, which agrees with the result
of Ref. 2. Finally, forN55 we have a binding energy of
(12A2/5)Ap/10, which can also be obtained from Eqs.~54!
and ~65!.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

The anyon exciton model has been generalized to the case
of an arbitrary number of anyons and several important
mathematical results have been obtained. Starting from the
Hamiltonian for a noninteracting system ofN anyons and a
valence hole in a quantizing magnetic field, we have ob-
tained a complete set of exciton basis functions. These func-
tions have been fully classified using a result from the theory
of partitions. We have derived expressions for the overlap
and interaction matrix elements for a six-particle system,
which describes an exciton against the background of an IQL
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with filling factor n52/5. In the particular case ofk50 and
L50, we have found an expression for the binding energy of
a (N11)-particle exciton, which agrees with known results
for a standard diamagnetic exciton and a four-particle anyon

exciton. We have also shown that the (N11)-particle exci-
ton remains bound for 2DEG-hole separations exceeding
several magnetic lengths, when the anyon exciton model be-
comes applicable to real physical systems.
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